Introduction
Humans can identify objects from a variety of depth cues, such as shading, texture, and structure from motion (SFM). Previous studies have suggested distinct cortical mechanisms in encoding different depth cues. For example, SFM is believed to be encoded mostly by dorsal visual areas (Heeger, Boynton, Demb, Seidemann, & Newsome, 1999; Kamitani & Tong, 2006; Tootell et al., 1995; Zeki et al., 1991) , while it has been suggested that shading and texture are processed in ventral regions (Merigan, 2000; Merigan & Pham, 1998) . But recent studies have revealed cortical areas responsive to multiple depth cues in both the ventral and dorsal pathways (Ban, Preston, Meeson, & Welchman, 2012; Y. Liu, Vogels, & Orban, 2004; Murphy, Ban, & Welchman, 2013; Tsutsui, Jiang, Yara, Sakata, & Taira, 2001; Welchman, Deubelius, Conrad, Bulthoff, & Kourtzi, 2005) .
It has been suggested that integration of the information from these areas generates a coherent perception of the 3-D structure of an object (Ban et al., 2012; Dovencioglu, Ban, Schofield, & Welchman, 2013; Farivar, 2009; Konen & Kastner, 2008) . It is not clear to what extent the visual system segregates the information from different depth cues and to what extent it integrates this information to produce the perception of the depth of an object. This integration can be explained by two competing hypotheses-that the information from different depth cues combines into a single representation in a population of neurons that together encode the depth profile of the object (integration hypothesis), or that the information from different depth cues remains segregated across multiple neural populations that independently represent objects defined by each depth cue (independence hypothesis). We sought to test these two hypotheses by measuring the transfer of neural adaptation across depth cues at the level of the visual system where the M170 response originates.
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Neural adaptation is a phenomenon whereby the repeated presentation of a stimulus results in a diminished response in the same neural population (Brown & Xiang, 1998; Desimone, 1996) . This effect has been described with functional magnetic resonance imaging (Grill-Spector, Kushnir, Edelman, Itzchak, & Malach, 1998; Henson, 2003) , electroencephalography (EEG; Heisz, Watter, & Shedden, 2006; Kovacs et al., 2006; Retter & Rossion, 2016) , and magnetoencephalography (MEG; Harris & Nakayama, 2007 Simpson et al., 2015) . Rapid event-related adaptation MEG paradigms have been used to address the temporal properties of shape processing in the visual system (Huberle & Lutzenberger, 2013; Scholl, Jiang, Martin, & Riesenhuber, 2014) . Such an approach has also been used in face-recognition studies because of the adaptation effects that can be robustly measured with both MEG (Kietzmann, Ehinger, Porada, Engel, & Konig, 2016) and EEG (Caharel, d'Arripe, Ramon, Jacques, & Rossion, 2009; Vizioli, Rousselet, & Caldara, 2010) . Based on the integration hypothesis, if the information from different depth cues taps into the same neural population, the responsiveness of that population should decrease upon the repetition of the stimulus regardless of the type of depth cue. Therefore, at the level of processing at which M170 occurs, crosscue adaptation would be evidence for cue-invariant representations, whereas if different depth cues engage distinct neural responses, no cross-cue adaptation would have occurred.
We used MEG to measure the spatiotemporal response to a shaded face when preceded by the same or different categories of objects and the same or different types of depth cues. The peak of the evoked potential around 170 ms after stimulus onset that can be recorded in EEG (N170) and MEG (M170) is reported to be significantly higher in response to face stimuli than to nonface controls (Bentin, Allison, Puce, Perez, & McCarthy, 1996; Jeffreys, 1996; J. Liu, Higuchi, Marantz, & Kanwisher, 2000; Sams, Hietanen, Hari, Ilmoniemi, & Lounasmaa, 1997) . This evoked response, often localized to the fusiform face area and the posterior superior temporal sulcus Horovitz, Rossion, Skudlarski, & Gore, 2004; Sadeh, Podlipsky, Zhdanov, & Yovel, 2010) , is sensitive to adaptation because the presence of a face adaptor causes a reduced and delayed M170 response.
We reasoned that face representations that are invariant with regard to depth cues (Dehmoobadsharifabadi & Farivar, 2016) would elicit cross-cue adaptation-that the M170 would be attenuated for a face stimulus if preceded by another face stimulus regardless of the depth-cue mismatch between the two. We conservatively constrained the test stimulus to always be a shaded face and compared the response of the M170 to this shaded face when the adapting stimuli were faces, face-like control surfaces, or chairs defined purely by individual depth cues-shading, SFM, and textures, as in our previous work (Akhavein & Farivar, 2017; Dehmoobadsharifabadi & Farivar, 2016; Farivar, Blanke, & Chaudhuri, 2009) . We observed robust crosscue adaptation related to face and object recognition in at least one category-selective region of interest, suggesting that depth-cue-invariant object representations can arise in higher levels of the visual system.
Methods Subjects
Eleven healthy subjects (eight men, three women) participated in the study. Data quality control resulted in the exclusion of two, resulting in nine subjects (six men, three women) in the final analysis. The subjects all had anatomical MRI scans, and these were used for their surface reconstruction. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Subjects were tested prior to the main experiment to have normal stereovision and to be able to categorize all objects used in our study. This study was approved by the Montreal Neurological Institute Ethics Board.
General design
We used a double-pulse presentation paradigm as described by Jeffreys (1996) to study the response of M170 after adaptation. In each trial, two stimulus epochs, termed S1 and S2, were presented in succession with a short interstimulus interval. The S1 stimulus consisted of a face, a chair, or a control face (a ''cFace'') defined by one of the three depth cues (shading, texture, SFM 1 ). The S2 stimulus was always a shaded face whose identity varied on each trial. In 10% of the trials, S2 was a target shaded face that the subjects had to detect. The purpose of the task was to increase the subject's attention; the data from these target-present trials were excluded from all analysis. The S1 epoch lasted 1,133 ms (68 refreshes of the screen refreshing at 60 Hz), and the durations of S2 and the interstimulus interval were set to 200 ms (12 refreshes) and 100 ms (six refreshes), respectively. There was a random pause of 1,200 6 200 ms between trials (intertrial interval), and a red fixation point was presented at the center of the screen during the entire experimental run. Each run consisted of 10 pairs of conditions (3 depth cues 3 3 object categories plus 1 target-present condition which was removed from analysis), and each condition was repeated 20 times ( Figure 1 ). There were five recording sessions each lasting about 10 min.
Stimuli
The stimuli depicted three object categories: faces, chairs, and cFaces. Forty-one synthetic 3-D facial surfaces (20 3 S1, 20 3 S2, and one target) were generated with random identities using FaceGen Modeller 3.5 software (Singular Inversions, Inc., Toronto, Canada). Chairs were obtained from online open-access libraries in .3ds format and later modified in Autodesk 3ds Studio Max 2013. Twenty chairs containing smooth surfaces were chosen. Twenty cFaces were generated by removing the internal facial features of the face but keeping the contour intact using Autodesk 3ds Studio Max-the internal features of the face were cut out of the facial surface, surface holes were then capped, and the final surfaces were smoothed. cFaces thus had the same contour and average overall facial depth, but no internal features. All object surfaces were later rendered to generate isolated depth cues as described later and following our previous work (Akhavein & Farivar, 2017; Dehmoobadsharifabadi & Farivar, 2016; Farivar et al., 2009) .
Shading
All the textures were removed from the surface, and a directional light source was introduced at a 458 angle from the horizon. The frontal view of the face was rendered in orthographic projection to avoid perspective information (Figure 2a ), to make this consistent across all conditions.
Texture stimuli
Dot textures were added to the facial surface after the glossiness and soften levels were removed. Selfillumination was applied at 100% to remove shading and shadows, and the final surfaces were rendered with orthographic projection to remove perspective. This process resulted in 3-D surfaces that were defined solely by texture gradients (Figure 2b ).
SFM
Twenty-four thousand dots were projected onto the surface of the objects in spatially uniform random Figure 1 . Schematic view of the experimental design. The S1 stimulus could be a face, a chair, or a cFace defined by one of the depth cues (shading, texture, structure from motion). The S2 stimulus was always a shaded face of a different identity. positions. In each frame, the object rotated 0.58 in depth (around the vertical axis) from þ48 to À48. On each frame, the dots were projected back to the 2-D image plane and the 2-D dot density was calculated, and dots were reshuffled between high-and low-density regions to ensure uniform dot density throughout the presentation. On average, 200 dots were shuffled on each frame to compensate for local density changes caused by the 0.58 change in depth. To increase spatial sampling of the object and improve the quality of the SFM stimuli, we generated four independently estimated dot positions over time and overlaid them for each stimulus. This resulted in a variety of dot luminance intensities but more spatial samples than simple white on black.
All stimuli were presented on an LG 3-D LED widescreen monitor (D2342PY, height: 13.5 in.) placed approximately 1.7 m away from the subject's head in the MEG room and covering 9.68 of visual angle.
Data acquisition
MEG recordings were done using a 275-channel CTF/VSM instrument with axial gradiometers based on a superconducting quantum interference device. A third-order special filter was applied for noise compensation. Magnetic brain activity was digitized at the sampling rate of 2400 Hz, and an antialiasing filter of 600 Hz was applied at the time of recording. Additional electrophysiological signals were recorded using bipolar derivations. Two electrodes were placed on the torso for electrocardiographic cardiac activity, two were placed at the left eye (one above and one below) to capture electrooculographic blink activity, and two were placed one on either side of the eyes to capture electrooculographic saccade activity. In addition, a ground electrode was placed on the left shoulder. Headposition tracking coils were placed on the subject and their locations were digitized using a Fastrak Polhemus device. Additional scalp points were also recorded to capture the subject's head shape for coregistration with the T1 anatomical scan. A photodiode was placed on the backside of the screen-capture stimulus triggers for precise timing of visual presentation and was recorded in an additional analog channel with the MEG.
Preprocessing
FreeSurfer was used for 3-D surface reconstruction of the anatomical MRI. We used Brainstorm 3.1 (Tadel, Baillet, Mosher, Pantazis, & Leahy, 2011) for preprocessing of the MEG signal and inverse projection onto the cortical surface models. The reconstructed surfaces were registered using the images of the headposition tracking coils during head digitization. The recordings were band-pass filtered at 0.8-200 Hz, and a notch filter was applied to remove 60-Hz harmonics (power-line contaminations). Bad channels were determined based on power spectrum density (Welch filter) from recordings and eliminated from further analysis. Signal-space projection was used to remove the artifacts generated by eyeblinks and heartbeats based on electrooculograph and electrocardiograph activity recorded during the experiment. Independent component analysis with 60 components using the infomax algorithm was used to detect the artifacts generated by the noise of the LCD screen, and the corresponding components were removed from the signals. Bad segments and trials with noisy recordings due to movements or large alpha-wave amplitudes were eliminated from further analysis.
Noise covariance was computed from 5 min. of empty room recording while the experiment was running on the screen. For each run, the head model was computed using the overlapping-spheres approach (Huang, Mosher, & Leahy, 1999) , and the sources were estimated using minimum norm imaging with constrained orientation of the dipoles to be normal to the cortex surface. The sources were averaged across all the trials for each condition and projected to the Colin27 anatomy template (Holmes et al., 1998) . To effectively characterize the M170 activity, the average source activity for each condition was low-pass filtered at 20 Hz and zscore normalized based on 500 ms of pre-S1 baseline.
Analysis
The amplitude and latency of M170 were extracted based on the strongest peak of the response within 130-200 ms after the stimulus onset in S2 and the S1 shaded face. For each subject, the adaptation effect was quantified as the ratio of the amplitude of the M170 peak in S2 versus the S1 shaded-face condition. The delay of the response to adaptation was also extracted from the difference between the latency of M170 in S2 and the S1 shaded face. Multivariate (Hotelling T 2 ) and univariate (repeated-measures analysis of variance [ANOVA] ) analyses were performed to compare conditions. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (v23.0; IBM Corp, Armonk, NY) and MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
Results

Regions of interest (ROIs)
perception (Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000) , including regions along the occipital gyrus, the superior temporal sulcus Puce, Allison, Bentin, Gore, & McCarthy, 1998) , and the lateral fusiform gyrus (George et al., 1999; Sergent, Ohta, & MacDonald, 1992) . We defined our ROIs based on the contrast between the grand average responses to shaded faces and shaded chairs (Figure 3 ) in S1-thus they were based on data that were independent of our S2 measurements. The average waveform was defined as the mean signal of the nodes within the region of interest. The areas with the peak response amplitude (around 170 ms) of more than two standard deviations from the baseline in the Face vs. Chair conditions were included in the ROIs. Four clusters of activity were detected-two in the fusiform gyrus and two in the lateral occipital cortex. Although it has been proposed that the M170 response arises through activity in the fusiform face area (Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997) , our results revealed two other cortical regions in the occipital lobe which are in close proximity to what has been previously described as the occipital face area using fMRI (Kanwisher et al., 1997; McCarthy, Puce, Gore, & Allison, 1997; Puce, Allison, Asgari, Gore, & McCarthy, 1996) .
M170 adaptation effect
The M170 amplitude and latency were extracted for individual subjects by sampling the strongest peak of the signal between 130 and 200 ms. The reader will note that the S2 stimulus was always a shaded face with a random identity, and thus the S2 adaptation across conditions was conservatively controlled. S2 effects were normalized with respect to S1 shaded-face amplitude and onset for each subject and compared across different S1 adaptor conditions. Figures 4 and 5 depict the normalized S2 response amplitude and delay as a function of object category across each depth cue.
Previous studies have reported the adaptation effect as both a reduced and a delayed response of M170 (J. Liu et al., 2000; Simpson et al., 2015) . We therefore carried out a multivariate paired-sample Hotelling T 2 test to simultaneously assess the relative changes of normalized amplitude and delay between Face Versus Chair and Face Versus cFace in each depth cue and each ROI. The Hotelling T 2 results are summarized in Table 1 . The effect was significant for shading in both Face Versus Chair and Face Versus cFace conditions in all the ROIs. Shading was expected to show the strongest adaptation effect because in this condition, the same depth cue was presented in S1 and S2. The strong adaptation effect in shading could also be due to the way the different ROIs were defined. Since the ROIs were extracted based on contrast in shadingdefined stimuli, it is not surprising that we detect the largest adaptation effect in the shading condition. The adaptation effect in shading could also be due to lowlevel features such as edge contrasts rather than to the depth information. This effect is more prominent in Face Versus Face likely because, despite the differences in identities in S1 and S2, the edges are roughly in the same position.
But these concerns would only apply to the shading condition. We are not suggesting that the shading effect is representative of the depth-cue invariance that we seek to highlight-namely that, as a positive control, we did observe M170 adaptation when the stimulus conditions were similar to previous studies (i.e., similar depth cue, with a substantial amount of edge information) Meanwhile, the effect of low-level features on adaptation is minimal in cross-depth-cue conditions Figure 3 . The region of interests extracted based on the face/chair contrast in S1 (left) and the grand average M170 activity in response to S1 face and S1 chair (right).
like texture and SFM. Another explanation for the strong effect of adaptation in the shading condition could be the contribution of low-level features on the adaptation effect in case of differences in distribution of the spatial frequencies. Faces and chairs have higher spatial-frequency contents than the cFace stimuli, but our results suggest that the difference between chairs and cFaces is marginal in the shading condition. This effect has been reported before by Harris and Nakayama (2008) , who found minimal adaptation in face contour. They suggested that the M170 response is mainly due to the response to internal features of the face and that other face configurations cannot generate M170 adaptation any better than house stimuli.
Cross-cue adaptation was evident for SFM-and texture-defined faces in the left fusiform area (Table 1) . Adaptation for faces was significantly stronger than for chairs in the right fusiform area as well, but comparable to cFaces in this ROI. The effect on the occipital areas was not as prominent as on the fusiform regions. Only the left occipital area showed a cross-depth Figure 4 . The M170 amplitude of S2 as a ratio of the S1 shaded face in different regions of interest when the S1 stimuli was either a face, a chair, or a cFace defined by different depth cues. The error bars reflect standard errors across subjects, displayed for illustration only-the error terms used for the inferential statistics reflected within-subject error. adaptation effect for textured stimuli, which was also restricted to the Face Versus cFace contrast.
Area
To further characterize the adaptation effects, we carried out univariate repeated-measure factorial AN-OVA on the amplitude and delay estimates of the M170 adaptation separately.
Amplitude adaptation
For amplitude variations, the ratio of S2 amplitude to S1 amplitude in each ROI was analyzed separately, with depth cue (texture, SFM) and object category (faces, chairs, cFaces) as within-subject factors. The responses to shaded stimuli have been removed in this stage of the analysis to derive inferences regarding only cross-depth-cue adaptation effects. There was a main effect of object category in the fusiform areas, all F(2, 16) . 4.349, p , 0.031, with no significant Depth cue 3 Object category interaction, all F(2, 16) , 1.790, p . 0.199; but the effect was not significant in the occipital regions, all F(2, 18) , 1.872, p . 0.186.
Latency adaptation
As expected, in within-depth-cue conditions the effect on adaptation was prominent in all four regions. In the shading condition, the effect was prominent in both Face Versus Chair and Face Versus cFace contrasts-in both conditions and all ROIs, t(8) . 2.92, p , 0.019-which means the latency of the signal is greater when S1 is a shaded face compared to either of the two other categories.
In cross-depth-cue conditions, the delay of the M170 activity exhibited robust sensitivity in response to Figure 5 . Delay of the M170 peak response in S2 compared to S1 shaded face. Error bars reflect standard error across subjects, displayed for illustration only-the error terms used for the inferential statistics reflected within-subject error.
adaptation. Similar to the amplitude adaptationexcluding the Shading condition-the same analysis was performed on the delay of the response of M170 in S2 compared to S1 (latency of the peak of S2 minus the peak of S1 shaded face). A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the delay of M170 response with depth cue (texture, SFM) and object category (faces, chairs, cFaces) as factors. There was a main effect of object category in the fusiform areas and the left occipital region, all F(2, 16) . 4.46, p , 0.029, which suggests a significant change in the latency of M170 in S2 based on the S1 object category in these regions. The main effect was not significant in the right occipital area, F(2, 16) ¼ 1.309, p ¼ 0.297.
Face versus cFace
Faces and cFaces contain similar external contours, and the adaptation effect could potentially rise from the external features of the object. If an ROI exhibits a significantly different adaptation to faces than to their controls-despite differences in depth cues and high similarity between the two stimuli-then we can infer that the ROI is representing the faces selectively and in a depth-cue-invariant manner, despite the highly conservative contrast.
We first directly compared the strength of adaptation between face and cFace in cross-depth-cue conditions using repeated-measures ANOVA with object category (faces, cFaces) and depth cue (texture, SFM) as factors for each ROI separately. The same analysis was performed separately for amplitude and latency. There was main effect of object category in the left fusiform area for both amplitude, 
Discussion
Our results from the M170 adaptation paradigm support the notion that faces (and possibly other objects) are represented in certain category-selective areas in a depth-cue-invariant manner (Dehmoobadsharifabadi & Farivar, 2016; Farivar et al., 2009) . We observed stronger S2 adaptation when S1 was a face rather than a chair, and this effect was observed irrespective of whether the S1 face was defined by shading, texture, or SFM. As expected from previous studies, the adaptation effect was present as weakened and delayed M170 activity in S2, and jointly accounting for both measures using multivariate statistics revealed adaptation effects that are invariant with respect to depth cue. Regional variations were observed in the strength of the M170 cross-cue adaptation, with adaptation being strongest in the left fusiform area, marginal in the right hemisphere, and almost negligible in the occipital regions.
We sought to maximally control the potential for extraneous variables contributing to the M170 adaptation, and thus chose to use the same stimulus-a shaded face of random identity-as the S2 stimulus. This ensured that any observed effects were due only to the changes in S1, and no feature of the S2 stimulus itself could have contributed to modulations of the S2-induced M170. While we believe that the M170 adaptation effects ought to generalize to other stimuli used as S2, our choice of a restricted S2 stimulus paradigm precludes such a discussion.
A critical feature of our study was the use of stimuli defined by single depth cues. We took great care to ensure that stimuli defined by one depth cue did not have any contaminating artifacts from other depth cues, following our previous work (Akhavein & Farivar, 2017; Dehmoobadsharifabadi & Farivar, 2016; Farivar et al., 2009) . But binocular viewing of a 2-D screen always introduces some level of conflict between disparity and other depth cues. The viewing distance can also affect the reliability of some depth cues, such as disparity (Johnston, Cumming, & Parker, 1993) . Since the viewing distance in our experiment was ;170 cm, which is relatively large for vision experiments, we expect to have a minimal effect of disparity conflict with other depth cues. The large viewing distance might be another reason that some subjects were unable to perceive the disparity-defined stimuli, leading us to discard those data sets. While the stimuli were rendered using single depth cues, how they were rendered for each depth cue could have varied-for example, different texture patterns could be used to render the texture-condition stimuli, but we rendered them with only one texture. It is possible that the strength of S1 adaptation would be affected by how the individual depth cues are rendered-certain textures exhibiting very high spatial frequencies tend to make the depth profile of the stimulus less clear (Rosenholtz & Malik, 1997) . It will be of great value to assess how differences in depth-cue rendering affect depth perception and whether the effects translate to high-level markers of complex vision, like the M170.
Relatedly, while M170 adaptation effects were observed for faces regardless of the depth cue, the magnitude of the M170 adaptation effect was not identical across the different depth cues. It is difficult to assess whether this difference was due to how the stimuli were rendered across the different depth cues or some intrinsic quality of the depth cue itself. More specifically, it is possible that certain depth cues result in a more robust 3-D representation or are more salient, but without matching the low-level features of the stimuli across the different depth cues, such a comparison would be difficult. Other studies have also reported that about half the cells in the temporal regions of monkeys do not show depth-cue-invariant responses (Y. Liu et al., 2004; Sary, Vogels, & Orban, 1993) . Therefore, the weaker M170 adaptation effect could be due to the proportion of the cells in the ROI which are tuned only to shading stimuli. This could explain the differences in the strength of the adaptation effect in different depth cues. Our results suggest that the M170 adaptation is transferable across depth cues, and a comparison of the strength of the depth cues is beyond the scope of our study.
To control for coarse shape effects, we created meaningless objects that had the same overall contour and average curvature as faces but no internal features. These cFace stimuli resulted in M170 adaptation effects comparable to those of faces in all ROIs except the left fusiform, and in general M170 adaptation was greater for cFaces than for chairs. It is likely that the cFaces contain much of the same information as a face, and thus a portion of the M170 is reflective of this coarse 3-D contour of a face. It is also equally possible that internal features of faces are not well represented in SFM or texture renderings, but we do not believe this to be likely. Subjective experience with the stimuli, and our previous results (Dehmoobadsharifabadi & Farivar, 2016; Farivar et al., 2009) , suggest that internal features are effectively represented by SFM. The likely explanation is therefore that the M170 is in part driven by the coarse curvature of a face-like object.
Different depth cues appear to be processed by separate visual areas. For example, dorsal areas such as MT/V5 are significantly more involved in the processing of motion (Paradis et al., 2000; Tootell et al., 1995; Zeki et al., 1991) , and MT in particular appears to have an important role in extraction of structure from motion (Grunewald, Bradley, & Andersen, 2002) . Texture-defined objects activate both dorsal and ventral areas like the caudal inferior temporal gyrus, lateral occipital sulcus, and intraparietal sulcus, while shaded objects activate primarily the caudal inferior temporal gyrus (Georgieva, Todd, Peeters, & Orban, 2008; Shikata et al., 2001) . These reports highlight the segregated neural populations that are engaged for processing different depth cues. Despite the cortical segregation in the processing of different depth cues, we found that surface representations extracted from each depth cue likely contribute to the same representation in the ventral visual cortex.
Conclusion
Our results suggest that neural correlates of object representation can exhibit depth-cue invariance. We have previously argued (Dehmoobadsharifabadi & Farivar, 2016; Farivar, 2009; Farivar et al., 2009 ) that depth-cue invariance is a fundamental property of object representations, alongside size, position, and viewpoint invariance. The M170 cross-cue adaptation effect, observed in a highly controlled paradigm using novel stimuli rendered with single depth cues, lends support to the depth-cue invariance of object representations in parts of the ventral visual cortex.
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